Now, listen kids, and listen good, if we don't eat the things we should

No 'lectric train or dog we'll choose,

We'll wake up Christ-mas morning with the Santa Claus Blues

Let's eat the good things on our plate, 'cause if we don't cooperate,

The twenty-fifth we've got to lose,

Jingle Bells, Jingle Bells are comin' right our way

But don't forget we've got to get the Santa Claus o-kay
p.2. Santa Claus Blues

Now I've been through it, so I know, and if you want your tree to glow

Be sure to mind your p's and q's, or wake up Christ-mas morning with the Santa Claus Blues

Be sure to mind your p's and q's, or wake up Christ-mas morning with the Santa Claus Blues
SANTA CLAUS BLUES - Bob Merrill
4/4 1...2...1234 (chords in parentheses are optional)

Intro:    | D | F#m7b5  B7 | Em7  A7 | D  A7 |
D                                              B7
Now, listen kids, and listen good, if we don't eat the things we should

E7                    A7
No 'lectric train or dog we'll choose,

D           (C#     D)                   (C#   D)    A7                D
We'll wake up Christ-mas morning with the Santa Claus Blues

D                                              B7
Let's eat the good things on our plate, 'cause if we don't cooperate,

E7                    A7
The twenty-fifth we've got to lose,

D           (C#     D)                   (C#   D)    A7                D       D7
We'll wake up Christ-mas morning with the Santa Claus Blues

G                                     D
Jingle Bells, Jingle Bells       are comin' right our way

E7                                          A7                   Em7     A7    A7+
But don't forget we've got to get       the Santa Claus o-kay

D                                              B7
Now I've been through it, so I know, and if you want your tree to glow

E7                    A7                      D           (C#     D)                   (C#   D)   A7                  D
Be sure to mind your p's and q's, or wake up Christ-mas morning with the Santa Claus Blues

E7                    A7                      D           (C#     D)                   (C#   D)   A7                         D9
Be sure to mind your p's and q's, or wake up Christ-mas morning with the Santa Claus Blues